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Algorithms are increasingly used to offer jobs, loans, medical care, and other services, as well as to influence behavior. Decisions that create the algorithms, the data sets that feed them, and the outputs that result from algorithmic decision making, can be biased, potentially harming women and perpetuating discrimination. Audiovisual data are especially challenging because of online growth and their impact on women’s lives. While scholarship has acknowledged data divides and cases of algorithmic bias mostly in online texts, it has yet to explore the relevance of audiovisual content for gender algorithmic bias. Based on previous guidelines and literature on algorithmic bias, this article (a) connects different types of bias with factors and harmful outcomes for women; (b) examines challenges around the lack of clarity about which data are necessary for fair algorithmic decision making, the lack of understanding of how machine learning algorithms work, and the lack of incentives for corporations to correct bias; and (c) offers a research agenda to address algorithmic gender discrimination prevalent in audiovisual data.
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An artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm learned to associate women with kitchen images, based on tens of thousands of Internet photographs, because more women than men appear photographed in kitchens on the Web (Zhao, Wang, Yatskar, Ordonez, & Chang, 2017). While learning, the algorithm multiplied the bias present in the data set on which it was based, amplifying—not simply replicating—the biased association between kitchens and women (Zhao et al., 2017). This is one of several case studies that have shown how machine learning (ML) systems incorporate and increase gender biases. The association of women with kitchens and kitchens with domestic work—typically vulnerable (International Labour Organization, 2020)—is problematic because of the stereotypical influences of such pictures. Disseminated by digital platforms, these images are seen by anyone with access to online content, perpetuating, and intensifying unbalanced gender roles (Collins, 2011).

ML is an automatic computing system containing packages of algorithms that, fed by big data—including audiovisual data—make AI possible. Thanks to statistical techniques, these algorithms learn—that is, they use data to perfect tasks. “Learning capacities grant algorithms some degree of autonomy,” making ML tasks “difficult to predict” and inhibiting “the identification and redress of ethical challenges in the design
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and operation of algorithms” (Mittelstadt, Allo, Taddeo, Wachter, & Floridi, 2016, p. 3). The real challenges here are the adverse effects we are witnessing based on biased algorithms concerning the presentation of women online (e.g., Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018).

This article reveals the relevance of audiovisual data—including images and sound from cinema, music videos, social sharing platforms, and advertising—in algorithmic gender bias. It offers a taxonomy of biases, connecting feminist and media theory with critical data studies. Algorithms are prevalent; attention to gender bias in texts is well-established (e.g., Hitti, Jang, Moreno, & Pelletier, 2019). However, this analysis is focused on audiovisual content, including images and speech, as there are relatively fewer studies on them despite their increasing relevance.

There has been a global upsurge of audiovisual data (Musik & Zeppelzauer, 2018). As online content becomes more visual and ML grows omnipresent, data and algorithmic bias linked with images and sound are increasingly significant. Women and girls have been stereotyped and sexualized through their images (Langton, 2009; Nussbaum, 1995; Szynanski, Moffitt, & Carr, 2011). Meanwhile, women’s objectification in media can lead to psychological problems, discrimination, and gender-based violence (e.g., Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997; Meyers, 2007). Besides, the misrepresentation of gender violence by media (e.g., videogames and advertising), portraying abuse as something acceptable, irrelevant, or absurd is a well-studied phenomenon (Galarza Fernández, Sosa Valcarcel, & Castro Martínez, 2018; Lloyd & Ramon, 2016; Meyers, 2007). The profusion of images and audiovisual material channeling stereotypes and misrepresentation is then poured into the Web, along with other content. Prejudiced role models matter—not only do they influence both girls’ and boys’ perceptions of their capabilities (Prpic, Sabbati, & Shreeves, 2018), but they can also provide the foundation for bad algorithmic decision making, harming girls’ and women’s rights.

The platformization of media content—the upsurge of the platform as the “dominant infrastructural and economic model of the social web” (Helmond, 2015, p. 1)—changes everything. Inequality embedded in advertising, film, music videos, and television take on a new life when the platforms make biased algorithmic decisions, potentially multiplying prejudice, and establishing a vicious cycle that is not apparent. Namely, an examination of audiovisual content from a gender perspective cannot be undertaken today without tackling algorithmic bias.

ML enables the interactions we have with platforms such as Amazon, Facebook, Google, and Netflix. ML-based AI makes decisions about what to offer by customizing the outputs to display individual interests, backgrounds, and locations. But algorithms are used to grant loans, offer medical care, deliver sentences, award aid, and design policies and campaigns, among other tasks. However, algorithmic biases are found on all platforms (Ciampaglia, 2018; Ciampaglia & Menczer, 2018). Operating in the dark, this technology can be an amplifier of inequalities, as these systems are increasingly employed to make decisions about, for instance, who is eligible for health-care support, how civic dialogue is mediated, and in what way elections are influenced (Naughton, 2018).

Discrimination can involve different dimensions, including color, status, postal code, and income, which are considered intersecting forms of discrimination (Human Rights Council, 2017). These dimensions
serve as vectors affecting women (Hill Collins, 1998). Similarly, in technology, gender bias is a multifaceted phenomenon (Michelfelder, Wellner, & Wiltse, 2017). This article examines unintentional bias, not the kind of deliberate discrimination that occurs in the informational state (Braman, 2009), computational politics (Tufekci, 2014), or dataveillance practices (van Dijck, 2014). The idea is to contribute to feminist theory and audiovisual and critical data studies by linking perspectives that rarely intersect.

This study addresses the following questions:

**RQ1:** How does gender bias happen when ML algorithms are fed with audiovisual data?

**RQ2:** Although the term "gender" is employed across the article, the focus here is bias harming women, not gender in general. Women are often ignored or singled out in data sets. Which aspects should a gender-specific research agenda tackle when considering algorithmic decision making based on audiovisual data?

This article is organized as follows: First, it offers some notions on algorithmic bias relevant to audiovisual content; second, it deals with how audiovisual data fuel algorithmic gender bias; third, it tackles the factors that create gender-biased audiovisual content, code, and data; fourth, it lists three significant challenges as a result of gender algorithmic bias; and finally, it offers a discussion and presents recommendations for a research agenda.

### Background on Algorithmic Bias

The algorithmic biases embedded in platforms (Ciampaglia, 2018; Ciampaglia & Menczer, 2018) are not necessarily unfair. Bias in ML is a prior condition for intelligent action (Bishop, 2006). Yet bias can be problematic when it "is derived from aspects of a culture known to lead to harmful behavior," resulting in stereotyping and prejudiced action (Caliskan, Bryson, & Narayanan, 2017, p. 2). There is no standard definition of algorithmic bias. For Mehrabi, Morstatter, Saxena, Lerman, and Galstyan (2019), it refers to the kind of preferences incorporated by the algorithm as opposed to other biases entrenched in data sets or caused by the people handling the data. For brevity’s sake, here I use algorithmic bias to refer to biases embedded in both audiovisual data sets and related algorithms.

A hindrance to tackling prejudices is that algorithms are perceived as fairer than humans. Algorithms’ capacities encourage the tendency to project an anthropomorphic agency onto them (Prey, 2017, p. 1086; Wellner & Rothman, 2019, p. 7). Taddeo and Floridi (2018) speak of AI as a “new form of agency” (p. 751), since this technology determines which services, jobs, and rulings are available to whom. Besides, code is discussed “in almost biblical terms,” inspired by corporations, which “have sold and defended their algorithms on the promise of objectivity” (A. Smith, 2018b, para. 8). Some studies support this idea. A survey published by the Pew Research Center indicates that 40% of people in the U.S. think that computer programs can make decisions without bias (A. Smith, 2018a).

However, raw data do not exist outside the imagination (Boellstorff, 2013), and algorithms do not decide or learn. Only humans can act with data agency, which entails “the processes of action based on
reflection” (Couldry, 2013, p. 13). This article is based on this idea. Algorithmic biases do not happen spontaneously, independently of people, in the same way that data are not natural (Gitelman, 2013). Data are always “cooked” in equally “cooked” processes (Boellstorff, 2013). Both data sets and computing decisions offer an imperfect representation of the world; they constitute human judgments that reflect a vision about how the world is (Niklas & Peña Gangadharan, 2018, p. 10). Mehrabi et al. (2019) identify different types of bias in ML; the most relevant for gender and audiovisual data are summarized in the following sections.

**Presentation Bias**

Presentation bias derives from the location on the webpage of particular content because users can only click on the things they see (Bar-Ilan, Keenoy, Levene, & Yaari, 2008; Coleman, 2013). There are no studies on algorithmic presentation bias in audiovisual content from a gender perspective; however, women’s images are affected by presentation biases in media. For example, women make the front-page on mainstream UK newspapers only when they are celebrities or portrayed as victims (“How Women,” 2012). Until 2019, British tabloids would show an image of a topless woman on the third page (Waterson, 2019).

**Filter Bias**

Filter bias occurs when users only find content that strengthens their preconceptions (Nagulendra & Vassileva, 2014; Pariser, 2011). That is, filter or information bubbles do not just reflect the user’s identities as defined by the algorithms but also what audiovisual choices they have online (Pariser, 2011, p. 63).

**Selection Bias or Sampling Bias**

Selection bias or sampling bias arises because of nonrandom sampling of subcategories (Mehrabi et al., 2019). It can happen both at the design phase when, for example, facial recognition training data are based on White men’s features, and at the user end, when users search online. As a minority of agents generate most online content (Lunenfeld, 2011), one is not “sampling at random from an entire ‘population’ of data” (Coleman, 2013, p. 14), but choosing from predetermined content. Selection bias hinders generalization.

**Historical Bias**

Historical bias is algorithmic decision making based on historical data entrenching undesirable trends (Coleman, 2013, p. 14). For example, algorithms trained on images of former (male) U.S. presidents forecasted that Donald Trump would win the elections in 2016 (Polonski, 2016). Thus, if histories of discrimination go unquestioned, they become part of routine algorithmic systems (Crawford, 2016).

**Aggregation Bias**

Aggregation bias is typical in discrimination against women; it happens when algorithmic conclusions for women are made drawing from data sets that aggregate information about general populations (Mehrabi et al., 2019).
**Interaction Bias**

Interaction bias is introduced by users when they search online guided by their audiovisual prejudices (Mehrabi et al., 2019). It can be influenced by presentation bias and others.

Some of these biases act together. Mixing interaction, selection, and presentation biases, Google’s online advertising system proposes high-paying jobs to men more recurrently than to women (Datta, Tschantz, & Datta, 2015). Google defended the result, saying that it allows its customers to target their ads according to sex. Still, its algorithm may have determined that men were more apt to hold executive positions, having learned from the behavior of their users (Datta et al., 2015). If the only people who see and click on ads for high-paying jobs are men, the algorithm learns to show those ads only to them.

The companies producing the algorithms may be victims of their own biases. In 2015, Amazon discovered that their recruiting engine disliked women (Dastin, 2018). Table 1 summarizes their impacts.

**Understanding How Audiovisual Data Encourage Algorithmic Gender Bias**

Feminist scholarship has produced thought-provoking literature on how data-based machines can be biased. For instance, Bivens (2017) reveals that the Facebook software that allows users and advertisers to choose from various nonbinary gender identification options is a façade since nonbinary users are later reconfigured back into a binary system. Although Bivens does not refer to women, she says gender prejudice could play out in actual discrimination practices (e.g., making women invisible). Meanwhile, Williams, Brooks, and Shmargad (2018) denounce how “censoring” information on sex and race in data-driven automatic decision-making systems can lead to the invisibilization of women (p. 78).

Looking at online visual content, Otterbacher, Bates, and Clough (2017) compare the gender distribution in photos retrieved by Bing (a search engine) for the query “person” concerning different qualities. These authors conclude that “pictures of women are more often retrieved for warm traits (e.g., ‘emotional’) whereas agentic characteristics (e.g., ‘rational’) are represented by photos of men” (p. 1). Similar forms of stereotyping are found in online text awarding women feeble and submissive roles (e.g., Caliskan et al., 2017).

An added problem with audiovisual content is that it is impactful; nonverbal discrimination through image or voice pitch, for example, gives women less regard in job interviews (Hess, 2013). Gender stereotyping takes place when women’s voices are associated with strident and abnormal noise (Tallon, 2019) or docile and accommodative functions (West, Kraut, & Chew, 2019, pp. 97–98). Visual cues are striking and distinct inputs in people’s minds (Raghubir, 2008). Gender stereotypes in music videos influence the normalization of gender-based violence, concludes a report looking at the attitudes of boys and girls in six European countries (Kaili, 2018). If algorithms can multiply existing biases, prejudiced algorithmic decision making linked with audiovisual content is a cause for concern.

Audio data are the basis for different forms of gender algorithmic bias. Speech recognition systems and voice user interfaces (VUIs)—also known as smart speakers, robot speech, and voice assistants—have generated significant scholarship. In speech detection, gender biases are pervasive; they are found, for
instance, in Google’s speech recognition systems (Tatman, 2016) and YouTube’s automatically generated captions (Tatman, 2017), as well as in automatized broadcast news transcription (Woodland et al., 1998).

Meanwhile, robot speech shows a high degree of gender bias (Hannon, 2018). For example, UNESCO’s report “I’d Blush if I Could” derives its title from the reply given by Siri when a user tells her, “You’re a bi***!” (West et al., 2019, p. 5). The report looks at how AI voice assistants—Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri—projected as young women, propagate gender biases (West et al., 2019). The Guardian criticizes automated speakers, noting that call centers for brokerage firms in Japan use female voices to give stock quotes, but deploy a male voice to confirm transactions (“The Guardian View,” 2019). Habler and Henze (2019) explore whether the usability of smart speakers is affected by users’ gender. Gorrostieta, Lotfian, Taylor, Brutti, and Kane (2019) talk about biased speech emotion recognition systems. The companies’ justification for the choice of VIUs is that people prefer female voices. But UNESCO finds that the situation is complicated. Though women usually change a default female voice to a male voice when this option is available, researchers found no references of men changing VIUs to male voices (West et al., 2019). The stereotyped perception of women’s voices as pleasing and helpful—when not shrill and dismissible—seems to have driven corporations to make their voice assistants young and female (West et al., 2019, pp. 97–98).

The exploration of visual algorithmic gender bias has focused on image processing algorithms (IPAs), and concretely on facial recognition systems (Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018; Lohr, 2018; Tucker, 2017). IPAs are behind the automatization of analyzing visual materials. For example, a study reveals that three of the latest facial recognition AIs—IBM, Microsoft, and Megvii—could identify a person’s gender in a photograph 99% of the time, but only in the case of White men; for dark-skinned women, accuracy was reduced to 35% (Lohr, 2018). Another project, Gender Shades, evaluates three commercial classification systems—IBM, Microsoft, and Face—with a data set including pictures of people of all skin shades to conclude that “darker-skinned females are the most misclassified group (with error rates of up to 34.7%)” (Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018, p. 77). White men are only 31% of the population in the U.S., but they account for 65% of public positions (Henderson, 2014) and get all the (facial) “recognition.” Visual bias bears the risk for another digital divide that requires attention (Introna & Wood, 2004).

Mittelstadt et al. (2016) identify six types of ethical concerns connected with digital computing. “Inconclusive evidence” is the result of ML techniques that produce probably “but inevitably uncertain” knowledge; “inscrutable evidence” stems from the disconnection between the data and the outcome as data processes are indecipherable; “misguided evidence” derives from the fact that results can only be as reliable as the data they are based on; “unfair outcomes” can surface even from conclusive, transparent, and robust evidence; algorithmic activities that remythologize the world translating into “transformative effects,” and the difficulties in detecting the harm, finding its cause and identifying who is responsible (Mittelstadt et al., 2016, pp. 4–5). Table 2 summarizes them.

Understanding the Factors

Women create abundant audiovisual content and are vocal about algorithmic issues. However, they are still a minority in the generation of audiovisual data and ML algorithms, the testing and usage of algorithmic solutions, and in supervisory roles.
Looking at the film industry in the U.S., for example, Lauzen (2019) concludes that only 8% of the directors working on the top 250 domestic grossing films in 2018 were women. A study on female characters in popular movies showed that 31% of all speaking characters were female, and that sexualization was the standard (S. L. Smith, Choueiti, & Pieper, 2014). Gender bias is found in music videos, TV series, ads, video games, and other audiovisual content (Hansen, 1989; Karsay, Matthes, Platzer, & Plinke, 2017; Langston, 2015; S. L. Smith et al., 2014; West et al., 2019).

Meanwhile, less than one in five people who graduate in computer science are women (Girls Who Code, 2018), and the ML industry employs an even smaller proportion of women than the rest of the technology sector (Simonite, 2018). Women occupy only 5% of leadership positions in the technology industry (Mylavarapu, 2016). More than two-thirds of emerging companies in the U.S. have no women on their boards of directors (Ash, Gann, & Dodgson, 2018). Computer science is one of the few disciplines related to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in which the number of women has been decreasing (Pickett, 2018). Once inside tech companies, women are also more likely to name discrimination as their reason for leaving this career path (West et al., 2019).

A clue to explain what happens could come from news media organizations, also generators of audiovisual content. Djerf-Pierre's (2007) perverse circle observed in Swedish newsrooms works like this: Male directors rely on male reporters for the most important news, who count on male sources for their stories, which populate the front pages and open news programs. These male reporters are then promoted, and the wheel turns again. A correlation exists between gender balance in the media workforce and fairer content (Prpic et al., 2018). A similar mechanism could be in place here.

The lack of women decision-makers and creators is only one factor. Wachter-Boettcher (2017) discusses two more problems. First, the lack of women testing technologies. When researchers do not include all kinds of people in the product tests, they can introduce asymmetries. For instance, a prevalent bias of speech recognition systems may have to do with the men who develop them (Musik & Zeppelzauer, 2018). Second, women are missing as clients of algorithmic-based products. The typical product design incorporates the clients’ objectives. For example, male clients procuring algorithmic hiring services may introduce biases when describing a job’s requirements, including data and images. "Operational parameters are specified by developers and configured by users (clients) with desired outcomes in mind that privilege some values and interests over others" (Mittelstadt et al., 2016, p. 1). By introducing demographic data and pictures, stereotypes can be added (Wachter-Boettcher, 2017). Contrary to what Williams and colleagues (2018) say, Wachter-Boettcher recommends eliminating them from algorithmic processes to avoid discrimination. As seen later, this matter poses new challenges.

The question of locating the bias “becomes complex with the duo of algorithm-data set” (Wellner & Rothman, 2019, p. 13). Hotspots and blind spots in data sets constitute a significant factor in gender bias. The maxim garbage in, garbage out applies to ML (Naughton, 2018). Becoming overly reliant on data is part of the problem here (Wronkiewicz, 2018). If the data are biased, as audiovisual content often is, the garbage-in-garbage-out effect occurs. Faulty data have always existed. The problem worsens when algorithms learn through data sets that put the accent on sections of the population based on prejudice or convenience. Waardenburg, Sergeeva, and Huysman (2018) talk about hotspots and blind spots in data-
based policing; this idea applies to more data sets. Blind spots happen when women are absent in audiovisual content, leading to invisibilization; meanwhile, hotspots ensue when women are differentiated, leading to discrimination. Namely, there can be too much and too little data presence.

The first 112 findings when I search for “CEO” (chief executive officer) on Google Images using Google’s Chrome Web browser are mostly men’s images. Chrome’s algorithm incorporates my own biases. This search took place on February 28, 2020. The findings include 90 men appearing alone, nine women, five groups of only men, and eight mixed groups. Although this selection is not representative, it is telling that only 8% of the pictures representing CEOs display unaccompanied women when in the U.S.; for instance, 27% of the people in management are women (Langston, 2015). This exercise shows how algorithmic bias and inequality interact. There is a real-life gender gap in management jobs, and Google Images’ algorithm associates the word CEO predominantly with men’s images, producing a more significant gap than the reality. It also shows how historical bias operates. Currently, a minority of women occupy management positions, and there are even fewer pictures of women at the helm; job hunting applications based on these historical data could perpetuate the situation or make it worse.

There can be too little and too much data presence. First, insufficient data about women conceal them and their struggles; when data sets are not available, no informed policy can be devised (D’Ignazio & Klein, 2019). Women CEOs not appearing on Google searches are, after all, privileged groups, but there is “little or no signal coming from particular communities” (Crawford, 2013, para. 3). Millions of people have no access to smartphones, online banking, or CCTV-monitored cities; of them, women and girls are more vulnerable (House Foreign Affairs Committee Republicans, 2015) and have less access to technology (Taylor, 2018). As seen with selection biases, extrapolating from digital users’ data sets to entire populations leads to prejudice (Trevisan, 2013). Some organizations are filling gaps, visualizing hidden stories about women. ProPublica scanned Facebook groups and crowdfunding sites to collect 5,000 visual narratives of maternal harm that would have gone unnoticed (Gallardo, 2018). Meanwhile, María Salguero (2019) maps stories of assassinated women in Mexico. Looking at the lack of data about women who die in childbirth in the U.S., D’Ignazio and Klein (2019) note that “bodies” (i.e., real people’s images) are missing from data science (para. 1). Maternal harm and femicides are not recorded often, even if they affect millions of women.

And second, only integrating data without examining its consequences can make women more vulnerable. There is a long tradition of creating registers of marginalized communities. NGOs specialized in the rights of transgender people challenge the idea of disaggregation because gender data can result in misclassification (Niklas & Peña Gangadharan, 2018, p. 15). Misrepresentation is a problem in other areas. “[Facebook] employees would sometimes mischaracterize ads based on their own inherent biases. . . [Later] these mischaracterizations are incorporated into manuals that train both human reviewers and machines,” notes Eisenstat (2019, para. 10). Presence in data sets can be due to recognition, too. Taylor (1994) says that some strands in contemporary policies “turn on the need, sometimes the demand, for recognition” (p. 25). In contrast, “misrecognition” and lack of recognition makes people imperceptible in policies (Taylor, 1994, p. 25, emphasis in original). Boellstorff (2013) talks about an “incitement to disclose” (para. 48) as the technologically mediated compulsion to reveal one’s identity and image to demand recognition.
Because of the silencing or emphasizing of women in data sets, the organized society fighting for digital rights is divided into two groups: those defending the privacy of vulnerable communities in the face of the invasive employment of data technologies and those advocating inclusion in the very same technologies, so women have a voice in their matters. Table 1 connects the factors influencing algorithmic gender bias based on audiovisual content, the types of algorithmic bias, and their consequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Related factors</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interaction bias introduced by users’ prejudices</td>
<td>Real-life discrimination of women and gender gaps</td>
<td>Algorithmic discrimination; invisibilization of women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation bias when content that is better positioned on a webpage is easier to find</td>
<td>A minority of agents generate and present the most online content; few women are coders or in charge of audiovisual content generation</td>
<td>Content available online is limited to those made by people with the opportunity to post and position content; invisibilization and stereotyping of women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter bias creating information bubbles</td>
<td>Few women are coders and testers; interaction bias</td>
<td>People have access only to content they agree with or like in the first place; discrimination and invisibilization of women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection bias</td>
<td>Few women are coders; perverse gender circle in firms creating algorithms/generating audiovisual content; narratives that consider data and algorithms neutral</td>
<td>Nonrandom data lead to faulty generalizations; bias gets introduced and goes unnoticed; bias is obscured or denied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical bias and demographic data and images from clients</td>
<td>General discrimination of women; gender gaps; sexualization and objectification of women; perverse gender circle in firms creating algorithms/generating audiovisual content; few women are testers</td>
<td>The perpetuation of situations that may not be desirable; bias gets introduced and goes unnoticed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation bias</td>
<td>Few women are coders or testers</td>
<td>Potential misclassification; invisibilization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 connects the types of algorithmic bias identified earlier with the factors that make them possible and their potential consequences in real life, linking the previous sections. Next, the main three obstacles for fair gender algorithmic decision making are examined and integrated into the recommendations at the end.

**Challenges in Addressing Biased Audiovisual Content**

This section connects issues around algorithmic processes to produce a catalog of three challenges: (a) lack of clarity about data presence issues, (b) lack of understanding of how ML works, and (c) lack of incentives for corporations to prevent and correct bias. These challenges are present in all algorithmic
processes, not just those affecting women or related to audiovisual data; however, they can help understand how women end up being discriminated against in algorithmic processes based on audiovisual data.

First, women can be either absent or emphasized in data sets. That is why the lack of clarity about data presence can become a problem. Wang (2018) asks whether an algorithm should be debiased when this could mean removing specific dimensions of the data that could lead to eliminating valuable information. Narayanan concurs: “What constitutes a terrible bias or prejudice in one application might end up being exactly the meaning you want to get out of the data in another application” (Knight, 2016, para. 9). Because there is no clarity about the correct data presence, some authors refer to fairness as a gauge. However, Narayanan (2018) notes that any definition of “fair” is loaded with prejudices. Mehrabi and associates (2019) speak of fairness in technical terms. They provide descriptions that can be grouped in three types: individual fairness gives similar predictions to similar individuals, group fairness treats different groups equally, and subgroup fairness picks a group fairness constraint and asks whether it is maintained for other subgroups (Mehrabi et al., 2019). Others say transparent algorithms are the solution so that they can be judged on a case-by-case basis. Matsakis (2018) reports that several public and private entities are looking at ML models that can explain how they make decisions. Nevertheless, transparency alone might be inadequate to look at how algorithms work (Ananny & Crawford, 2019).

Second, not all problematic outcomes in ML processes are down to flaws in the input data; the code can also be obscure or inaccessible. These two issues present different challenges. Corporate secrecy laws and intellectual property regimes can contribute to making code unreachable to auditing, generating the “black box effect” (Whittaker et al., 2018). Edionwe (2017) notes that algorithms are opaque “for proprietary reasons or by deliberate design” (para. 16). This problem is so pervasive that Malgieri and Comandé (2017) call ours the “black box society.” The difficulty is accentuated by market concentration as it puts growing power with a handful of multinational private players (Reichman & Pollicino, 2018). The lack of transparency makes it unfeasible to contest results. That is why the public sector should stipulate that providers waive code protection mechanisms (Whittaker et al., 2018). This recommendation suggests that, if there is transparency, bias can be removed. A different matter is the “unintelligibility” of some algorithms, which hamper the detection of problems (Niklas & Peña Gangadharan, 2018, p. 14). Concurring, Wronkiewicz (2018), Naughton (2018), Edionwe (2017), and Rahimi (ObservantVids, 2017), among others, suggest even that coders do not understand how their algorithms work. That is, if some algorithms are incomprehensive, there is nothing anyone can do about them. ML models are so intricate that they can be compared with alchemy (ObservantVids, 2017). Data scientists often do not comprehend why algorithms output an answer from a data set and lack a robust theoretical grasp of their tools (ObservantVids, 2017). Rahimi, from Google, concludes that, since ML has gone beyond photo-sharing systems to systems that govern health care, civic dialogue, and elections, it should rely on verifiable knowledge (ObservantVids, 2017). But not everybody agrees; LeCun (2017), from Facebook, believes that criticizing coders “for practicing ‘alchemy’ because our current theoretical tools haven’t caught up with our practice is dangerous” (para. 6). Peng (2017) summarizes the discussion as a choice between “more effective ML models without clear theoretical explanations, or simpler, transparent models that are less effective in solving specific tasks” (para. 15).
And third, the tech industry is not doing enough to address these biases (Eisenstat, 2019). The problem is not only that they are hidden but also that “most companies using similar algorithms don’t even want to know” (O’Neil, 2018, para. 1), or need to know, as there are no incentives to avoid bias. There is no “universal standard for tagging algorithmic bias” and “it is unlikely that AI developers will voluntarily disclose their algorithmic bias profile;” thus, users deal with AI applications that have “zero accountability” (Kahana, 2018, para. 2). The cases mentioned here were uncovered by investigative units or scholars, not by the corporations that created the algorithms. The AI Now Institute notes that internal governance structures within companies are failing to ensure accountability (Whittaker et al., 2018). Without effective mitigation, this is the “era of plausible deniability in big data” (O’Neil, 2018, para. 2). Namely, companies can plead ignorance. One factor is how fast the industry is moving. For example, although ML software to eradicate the prejudice of hiring top jobs has produced “encouraging” results, “tech executives with experience at Google, Microsoft, and Facebook say the algorithmic revolution in hiring is moving too fast (to make corrections)” (Rosenbaum, 2018, para. 2). Byrne advocates for an antidiscrimination legal framework for the technology industry to force companies to invest in correcting biases since they will not do so voluntarily (Kuchler, 2018). O’Neil (2016) suggests that data scientists should pledge a Hippocratic Oath that “focuses on the possible misuses and misinterpretations of their models” (p. 386). Most hope that regulation can strengthen algorithmic governance. The AI Now Institute issued a set of recommendations that refer to stringent law, transparency, oversight, and limitations of public algorithmic decision making, including the need to regulate facial recognition “by expanding the powers of sector-specific agencies to oversee, audit, and monitor these technologies by domain” (Whittaker et al., 2018, p. 4). The AI Now Institute notes that affect recognition deserves “particular attention” since it “claims to detect things such as personality, inner feelings, mental health, and ‘worker engagement’ based on images or video of faces,” despite not being based on robust science (Whittaker et al., 2018, p. 8). Besides, there is a long tradition of discriminating against women based on image and sentiment. The era of deniability may pass if lawsuits start to be waged (Rosenbaum, 2018). The AI Now Institute anticipates five areas of future legal activity, including medical aid and government benefits (AI Now Institute, 2018). Table 2 combines the gaps and outcomes identified earlier with these ethical concerns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gaps</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Ethical concerns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarity about data presence and fairness</td>
<td>Imbalances; disparities; unfairness</td>
<td>Misguided evidence; transformative effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding of machine learning</td>
<td>Opacity; inability to correct bias</td>
<td>Inconclusive; inscrutable or misguided evidence; problematic traceability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives to prevent and correct bias</td>
<td>Lack of accountability; plausible deniability</td>
<td>Inscrutable evidence; problematic traceability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 relates both clarity about audiovisual data presence and understanding of ML to lack of transparency, and incentives for change. This table connects the specific question of women’s representation in sound and image with the broader issue of how ML works and what conditions make algorithmic bias challenging to trace and tackle. The lack of clarity about women’s data presence, ML’s
intelligibility, and the impediments for change can result in inequalities, opaqueness, and irresponsibility that are cause for ethical concerns.

**Discussion and Recommendations**

How does gender bias happen when ML algorithms are fed with audiovisual data? Gender algorithmic bias can be defined, in simple terms, as algorithmic computation based on audiovisual data, which results in misrepresentation, discrimination, or invisibilization of women, creating adverse outcomes for them. These biases can be introduced by the designers and users of the ML-based systems, the selection of training data, or historical data representing unfair situations. Other factors include how and where women’s representation appears online, how audiovisual data are aggregated, and the way algorithms are designed to search for relevant content, among others. Both data sets and algorithms can be biased. The lack of clarity about women’s data presence and the lack of incentives to prevent bias can cause imbalances, disparities, and unfairness in the real world; when these outcomes affect women, then algorithmic gender bias occurs. That is, real-life gender discrimination embedded in audiovisual data can result in bias in the digital world. Likewise, algorithmic gender bias translates into more discrimination against women in the real world, establishing a perverse circle. Figure 1 summarizes this connection.

![Figure 1. The perverse circle of algorithmic gender bias.](image)

Which aspects should a gender-specific research agenda tackle when considering algorithmic decision making based on audiovisual data? The recommendations included below emerge from the analysis of audiovisual data and algorithmic biases. This article proposes six specific aspects, drawing from Floridi (2013) and Colman, van der Tuin, O’Donnell, and Bühlmann (2018, p. 6) advise to go beyond the current
emphasis on privacy, the security of data, copyright issues, and existing tick-box models. A robust body of research around these areas is needed to expose systematic breaches and mitigate unfairness.

**Objectives First**

Focusing on the objectives of any data analysis is essential to establishing women’s data presence. Data should be collected with a declared aim, affording a degree of flexibility for genuine research projects that operate within an ethical framework (Wiewiorówska, 2020, p. 3). That is, the intention of any automated system using personal data—either public or private—must be transparent before embarking in designing it, and determining what data sets are necessary to avoid selection and aggregation biases. By-default black boxes should be the object of intense scrutiny on a case-by-case basis.

**User-Centered Approaches**

Musik and Zeppelzauer (2018) recommend an adaptative and user-centered approach. Namely, women’s data presence—whether to include specific data sets or exclude data dimensions—is to be decided together with the women as data providers and beneficiaries. Whether the women targeted as users are integrated into algorithmic decision making from the outset should also be investigated in concrete cases.

**More Than Historical Data**

Given the past and present of real-life discrimination against women, and the perverse circle of algorithmic gender bias, historical data cannot be the sole basis for algorithmic policy affecting women. Clarity about data presence is essential; it must be fair. Audiovisual content employed as training data should be adequate to represent women justly, even integrating equality targets (e.g., the UN’s sustainable development goal to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls). Whether this happens in specific projects with social impacts should be investigated.

**Social Sciences Integration**

Research centers should incorporate scholars from social domains to pay attention to the risks of algorithmic decision making (Whittaker et al., 2018). Eisenstat (2019) also advocates for tech companies to train their data scientists on understanding cognitive bias. Whether data teams include social science scholars or data scientists who are trained in managing cognitive biases in particular projects is another venue for analysis.

**More Women**

ML development should include more women as designers of algorithms and as testers to detect possible problems that may not be obvious for a White man who has never felt discriminated against, says Byrne (Kuchler, 2018). Another area to examine is who the coder of specific projects is and whether the testers of algorithmic applications include women, endorsing women’s needs and viewpoints.
Regulation

Regulation has a role in creating incentives, whether negative or positive, for corporations to stop, identify, and mend unjust systems, and to create mechanisms that repair problems and compensate victims of poor algorithmic decision making. Another research focus should be the law systems that enable algorithmic decision making and the incentives that governments offer or impose on the commercial exploitation of big data. Corporate secrecy laws can be investigated, vis-à-vis their social impacts.

The “algorithmic condition” is altering human rights (Colman et al., 2018, p. 7), which ban discrimination based on sex or gender. In a society where everything we do is datafied, crunched, digested, and mediated by algorithms that contribute to critical decisions, women’s rights hinge on an algorithmic ethos and research agenda that promotes equality proactively.
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